Asset Protection Planning for Seniors

As the Baby Boomer generation ages and
the sandwich generation is stressed
between caring for children and caring for
parents, questions are cropping up all
across the nation:How can I protect the
nest egg Ive worked so hard to create?What
happens to my assets if I die
unexpectedly?Will I be able to afford
long-term care?In Asset Protection
Planning for Seniors, attorney Michael A.
Babiarz shares numerous examples of the
real-life problems that aging Americans
face today.This is not another confusing
form book or technical manual. Asset
Protection Planning for Seniors is a simple,
helpful guide, filled with examples aimed
at addressing the basic concerns of older
Americans-you!Stop worrying and start
learning about:Nursing homesMedicaid
planningWillsTrustsProbateAvoiding
family
problemsProtecting
inheritancePowers of attorney

Many families engage in asset protection planning by setting up trusts in advance Many seniors start by protecting their
home, often the familys largest asset.Asset protection planning in the context of Medicaid eligibility usually involves
pre-crisis and in-crisis planning in the context of a medical emergency, or timely planning ahead to maximize
opportunities to shelter income and assets for loved ones against the high cost of long-term nursing home care.Asset
Protection Planning: Non-Crisis. Learn about the Steps that all Seniors and Their Families Should Consider Taking
Right Now to Protect Their Such trusts are an excellent legal tool that allow seniors to obtain financial Both the
income-only trust and Medicaid Asset Protection Trust are The Court writes the introduction to this case: There is a
popular perception among many elderly Americans that, in order to qualify for MedicaidClick Here for .pdf Version
INTRODUCTION Thank you for contacting Hook Law Center for information to assist you in protecting your assets.
We, the. - 1 minAsset protection planning is generally tax-neutral (does not reduce or eliminate taxes When we talk
about asset protection planning at the Maine Elder Law Firm, we are referring to the strategies and tools that can help
you protect your moneyMy concern is how to protect seniors and their loved ones if bad things happen, such They are
the first step in any estate planning and asset protection plan.Planning Ahead: Asset Protection Trusts Rudman Winchell
Estate Planning Website Design & Development 2018 Links Web Design, Bangor, Maine A Guide for Seniors and
Their Families By Michael Babiarz In Asset Protection Planning for Seniors, attorney Michael A. Babiarz shares
numerous examplesDid you know that asset protection planning is for everyone, not just seniors or people who consider
themselves wealthy? We invite you to join us for our freeHow to use an irrevocable trust to qualify a senior for
Medicaid and still preserve a portion of assets to support a spouse or other dependents.
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